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Abstract—Biological gender is a signiﬁcant feature in representing a person. The literature is rich in work on gender
prediction using people’s names. Researchers have investigated
the gender prediction based on names in a number of different
languages. However, we found that there is low accuracy with
the existing gender prediction systems on predicting gender using
Chinese names. Since Chinese names have different types, the
gender prediction of names needs a method for identifying each
type of the Chinese names. This paper proposes a recursion
identify algorithm for identifying Chinese names in Hanyu
Pinyin. We will also display a method for identifying different
types of Chinese names. Those methods can get the highest
accuracy in predicting gender using Chinese names among all
the gender prediction systems of names.
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Fig. 1. The different representation of an example Chinese name

I. I NTRODUCTION
A name is a crucial information of a person. Gender is an
essential data of people. This necessary personal information
is valuable in many areas’ research, such as in biology,
psychology, sociology.
Gender prediction using people’s names has been popularly
used. There are many existing gender prediction systems
with people’s names in different languages [1], [6], [9], [17].
However, we found that these exsiting systems have low
accuracy on predicting gender with Chinese names.
As we know, many Chinese names have been translated
into Hanyu Pinyin Romanization as they can be understood
globally. Hanyu Pinyin Romanization uses Roman letters, and
it depends on the pronunciation of Mandarin Chinese.
For Chinese names, Han people’s names normally contain
ﬁrst names and surnames. Han people’s ﬁrst names could be
classiﬁed into two ﬁrst names or one ﬁrst name. For example,
”ChenNing Yang ” is a Chinese name where the ﬁrst name
is Chen Ning which is ofﬁcially displayed as Chenning. It is
more easy for people to understand this full name’s ﬁrst name
and last name. Whereas, in Chen Ning Yang, it is difﬁcult for
people to know which is the surname, since Chen and Yang
can both be surnames for Han people’s names. Fig 1 displays
the different representation of one example of a Chinese name.
In this paper, our purpose is using a recursion identify algorithm for Gender Prediction of names in order to identify and
classify Chinese names in Hanyu Pinyin. We will incorporate

this algorithm in a method for predicting gender using different
types of Chinese names.
Our contributions are:
1) A new recursion identify algorithm for identifying Chinese names in Hanyu Pinyin.
2) A new method of processing different types of Chinese
names on gender prediction.
3) Increasing the accuracy on predicting gender with Chinese names.
In section II, we describe the related work and the reason
for building a Recursion identify algorithm. In section III, we
display our new algorithm and a new method, apply it to a
gender predicting system in detail. In section IV, we describe
the data for training and testing of our new algorithm in detail.
In section V, we outline the experiments’ results of testing the
system. We show some results on testing the accuracy of our
algorithm. In section VI, we conclude and give some future
work.
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II. R ELATED W ORK AND NEED FOR NEW ALGORITHM

A. Existing gender prediction systems of names
Generize [17], Gender API [1], Namsor [6], Name API [9]
and Ngender [2] are popular gender prediction systems.
Genderize is an API that can predict gender using people’s
ﬁrst names [17]. It can predict in 89 languages of people’s
ﬁrst names [17]. This API can be used for predicting names
at a limit of 1000 per day [17].
Gender API is a gender prediction API which uses people’s full names to predict their gender [1]. It supports 178
countries’ languages of names [1]. This API can do names
prediction with 500 names per month for free [1].
Namsor is a classiﬁcation software that can predict gender
in 1000 names for free every month [6]. This software can
classify all languages names [6].
Name API is a functional name classiﬁcation web API [9].
It supports a large number of languages to do name gendering
on predicting gender using people’s full names [9]. This API
can predict 1000 names on gender prediction for free each day
and 10000 names prediction for free each month.
Ngender is a gender prediction that only works with Chinese
names [2]. Although it can support unlimited number of names
for free gender prediction, it does not have Hanyu Pinyin name
prediction.
Table I shows the results of example Chinese names given
by these existing gender prediction systems. The last row
shows the real gender of each name.
TABLE I
T HE RESULTS OF EXAMPLE NAMES FROM EXISITING GENDER PREDICTION
SYSTEMS OF NAMES

Names

Xu Zhang

Qinghua Wang

王青

赵金标

Generize

Female

Unknown

Male

Unknown

Gender API

Male

Male

Male

Male

Namsor

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Male

Name API

Unknown

Male

Male

Unknown

Ngender

Unknown

Unknown

Male

Male

Real Gender

Female

Female

Female

Male

Systems

Table II shows the output labels of gender prediction of
names in each API.
TABLE II
O UTPUT LABELS OF GENDER PREDICTION API S WITH NAMES
Genderize

Male

Female

Null

Gender API

male

female

unknown

Namsor

male

female

unknown

Name API

Male

Female

Neutral

Ngender

male

female

unknown

with two ﬁrst names in Hanyu Pinyin and Chinese language.
Gender API can predict gender using people’s full name.
However, the results are low accuracy on predicting Chinese
names. Namsor can predict gender with all languages’ names.
However, it cannot identify two ﬁrst names in Chinese names,
and users have to classify all the input names into ﬁrst
name and surname. Name API can identify different types of
Chinese names. But the accuracy of the prediction results with
Chinese names is deﬁcient. Ngender can predict gender using
Chinese names. However, it cannot predict Hanyu Pinyin in
Chinese names.
In an earlier paper [20], we implemented a gender prediction
tool of names, that can predict Chinese names and English
names simultaneously for an unlimited number of names.
However [20] could not deal with the Hanyu Pinyin romanization. Due to the nature and development of ﬁrst, second and
last names, we noted that a recursive method is needed.
In this paper, we propose a Recursion identify algorithm for
identifying and classifying two ﬁrst names in Chinese names.
We give such an algorithm for processing different types of
Chinese names in the next section.
B. Recursion
Recursion is a method for solving problems. It uses a breakdown method to process a problem into a similar subproblem
and continues the process of breakdown method until the
problem would be solved [7], [21].
Many articles show that robots use recursion for identifying
the holes/hulls within the given distribution to prevent the
obstacle [24], [25]. Guillaume et al. [26] use different versions
of Kleene’s second recursion theorem to classify Viruses. This
method can gain the solutions of ﬁxed point equations.
We propose to use recursion method for processing Chinese
names in Hanyu Pinyin for gender prediction. Therefore, the
gender prediction system can understand and identify different
types of Chinese names.
III. T HE R ECURSION IDENTIFY ALGORITHM FOR GENDER
PREDICTION

In this section, we will describe our recursion identify
algorithm. It works for gender prediction to identify when
relevant the two ﬁrst names of Chinese. This algorithm is
used in systems that could identify different types of Chinese
names.
Here we deﬁne n + 1 as the number of letters in a cycle
input string of names. A normal input name can be deﬁned as
N = [a0 , a1 , ..., an ]

Unknown

Generize API only can input people’s ﬁrstname to predict
gender. It predicts a limited number of people’s ﬁrst names

N is an input string of name and ai where for 0  i  n is
the letter of each character in a string name. We have available,
a list L of ﬁrst names. Until a successful match against list
L is found, we split N into N1 , N2 where N1 consists of the
ﬁrst i characters and N2 consists of the second character, for
1  i  n. We start with i = 1 because a ﬁrst name can never
be empty but second ﬁrst name can.
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For example, a string can be like N = [a0 , a1 , a2 ], so it
would work in the recursion identify algorithm as follow,

Fig. 2. Demo of the Recursion Identify algorithm

N = ([a0 ], [a1 , a2 ]), i = 1
N = ([a0 , a1 ], [a2 ]), i = 2
N = ([a0 , a1 , a2 ], []), i = 3
Algorithm 1: Recursion Identify algorithm
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

List of names L
Input : ﬁrst names N = [a0 , ..., an ], n  0
Begin i =1
while i  n do
ﬁrstname = [a0 , ..., ai−1 ];
secondname = [ai , ..., an ];
if ﬁrstname and secondname ∈ L then
return ﬁrstname;
return secondname;
else
i = i + 1;
end
if sucess then return ﬁrstname;
return secondname;
else
print Unknow
end
end

Fig. 3. Demo of the Gender Prediction with different types of Chinese names

Algorithm 1 shows the process of the Recursion Identify
algorithm. If the processed strings match with the training
datasets which contained in list L , then it would process to
output the result of gender in the system.
Fig 2 displays an example of how the Recursion Identify algorithm works with the Hanyu Pinyin name ’Qinghua Wang’.
We can see that this name has been classiﬁed within the two
ﬁrst names. The algorithm can identify the correct ﬁrst names
and then send these ﬁrst names to our system to predict gender.
The second algorithm (Algorithm 2) displays the process of
how the recursion identify algorithm works with the gender
classiﬁer in our system to classify gender within Chinese
names. Here, G is the result of the gender prediction, gender.
We set the output as male, female, unisex and unknown.
Note that N is the input name. We use the gender prediction
algorithm of names in [20]. The authors use the Naive Bayes
conditional probebility model which assigns probabilities to
name instance using the following formula [2], [20]:
P (G | N ) = P (G) ∗ P (N | G)/P (N ).
Fig 3 shows the process of the gender prediction classiﬁer
with different types of Chinese names.
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Algorithm 2: Recursion Gender Prediction within
different types of Chinese names
Input : Different types of Chinese names N
Output: Gender G
1 List of names L
2 while G = N one do
3
if N in Chinese character then
4
continue
5
else if N ∈ L then
6
continue
7
else
8
n0
9
Recursion Identify Algorithm(N)
10
end
11
P (G | N ) = P (G) ∗ P (N | G)/P (N )
12
if sucess then then print Male or Female or
Unisex;

Fig. 4. The training Datasets of Chinese characters and PinYin

13
14
15
16
17

else
print Unknow
end
end
Fig. 5. Same characters in PinYin in different Chinese words (Chinses words)

IV. DATA
A. Training Dataset
For testing our Recursion Gender Prediction algorithm and
processing the gender prediction of names, we need a training
dataset.
We collected a database of Chinese characters from Ngender
[2]. This database has the names of Chinese characters and
their frequencies. We used this training database for predicting
Chinese characters.
We processed 9441 Chinese names into Hanyu Pinyin to
extend the training dataset for our tool. We used PinYin API
[15] and Google translator [5] to translate those Chinese names
into PinYin. Fig 4 shows two training datasets in our gender
prediction system. They are Chinese characters training dataset
and Hanyu PinYin training dataset.
On processing the Hanyu PinYin training dataset, we found
that lots of Chinese characters have same characters in Hanyu
Pinyin. Fig 5 and 6 show an example of this problem. In ﬁg
5, we can see that there are two different Chinese names, but
they have the same character in Hanyu Pinyin as ﬁg 6 shows.
Therefore, we used a method to solve this problem, see ﬁg 7.
On processing the Hanyu Pinyin training dataset, we combined
all the same Hanyu Pinyin characters. Fig 8 displays the ﬁnal
dataset on processing the Hanyu Pinyin character ’Yong’.
B. Testing Data
In our research, we collected data from Wikidata [22], Baidu
RenWu [3], and CNKI [23] to test our algorithm and existing
gender prediction APIs.

Fig. 6. Same characters in PinYin in different Chinese words (Hanyu Pinyin)

Fig. 7. A method on processing Hanyu Pinyin for training datasets

Fig. 8. Final training dataset of name ’Yong’

The labelled data is the lists of Chinese writers, Chinese
Olympic participants, Chinese scientists. The data is labelled
with genders.
These labelled data are in different types of Chinese names.
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Fig 9 shows an example of the testing data in different types
of Chinese names.
Fig.
g 9. Example
p of the testing
g data

the name labelled with gender in Hanyu Pinyin, whereas 252
data is the name labelled with gender in Chinese characters.
We used different types of Chinese names for testing these
existing systems as well as our algorithms. Table III shows
the accuracy of each system on testing with Chinese names in
Hanyu Pinyin.
TABLE III
T HE ACCURACY OF THE EXISTING SYSTEMS AND OUR ALGORITHM ON
GENDER PREDICTION OF NAMES WITHIN H ANYU P INYIN

We used 1080 labelled data on testing our algorithm and
existing gender prediction APIs. In this next section, we will
show some results on testing our algorithm and compare with
existing gender prediction APIs.

Generize

58 %

Gender API

72 %

Namsor

6%

Name API

45 %

Ngender

0%

Our algorithm

76 %

Fig 11 displays the accuracy of the existing systems and our
algorithm on gender prediction of names within Hanyu Pinyin
detail.
We can see that our algorithm gets the highest accuracy on
gender prediction of names in Hanyu Pinyin.
Fig. 11. Accuracy of the existing systems and our algorithm on gender
prediction of names within Hanyu Pinyin

V. E XPERIMENTS
A. Testing the algorithm on Predicting different types of
Chinese names
We tested our system with real collected data. We used 1080
labelled data to test the gender prediction using different types
of Chinese names. The accuracy is 80 %. Fig 10 shows the
accuracy of our algorithm on predicting Chinese names.
Fig. 10. Accuracy of our algorithm on predicting different types of Chinese
names

B. Accuracy on existing systems and our algorithm on Predicting different types of Chinese names

Fig 12 shows the accuracy on predicting gender using
Chinese names with the existing systems and our method.
Fig 13 displays the accuracy on predicting gender using
all types of Chinese names with the existing systems and our
system. We can see that our system has the highest accuracy
on gender prediction of names.
In our research, we found that our Recursion identify algorithm can highly increase the accuracy on gender prediction
of Chinese names in Hanyu Pinyin. Our new method on
predicting gender also gets the highest accuracy on using
different types of Chinese names.

We used 503 data test existing gender prediction APIs and
also test with our algorithm. Of this 503 dataset, 251 data is
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Fig. 12. Accuracy of the existing systems and our system on gender prediction
of names within Chinese characters

Fig. 13. Accuracy of the existing systems and our system on gender prediction
of names within all types of Chinese names

VI. C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK
In this paper, we have presented an algorithm for identifying
and classifying Chinese names in Hanyu Pinyin. We have
demonstrated the new method of predicting different types
of Chinese names. We did increase the accuracy on gender
prediction of names in Chinese names. Our method can
identify different types of Chinese names and process them
for gender prediction. This method is useful for many research
areas on analysing their data of Chinese names. We did the
experiments with our algorithm in analysing the collected,
labelled data. In the next step, we want to develop a new
method that can output high accuracy results for predicting
gender, data’s subjects and their culture origin simultaneously
in high speed.
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